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Video games battle 
for the cloud as 
industry girds 
for change
SAN FRANCISCO: The knock-down, drag-out battle
in the video game world heads to the cloud as the pre-
mier industry event looks to adapt to a consumer shift
to streaming services.

New blockbuster titles will be on center stage as
usual at the annual Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3)
opening in Los Angeles on Tuesday, but the big ques-
tion for the sector will be how consumers play. The E3
opens with gamers gradually moving away from tradi-
tional console play and Google seeking to capitalize on
that trend with a new Netflix-style service allowing
people to play cloud-powered games on any connected
device.

Adapting to the new trends will be critical for play-
ers in the massive video game industry which last year
generated more than $135 billion globally, and $43.4
billion in the United States.  According to the
Entertainment Software Association, which runs E3,
more than 164 million adults in the United States play
video games, and three out of four US households have
at least one video game player.

‘Access wherever, whenever’ 
Xbox maker Microsoft will hold a keenly anticipated

press event today where it is likely to say more about
its Project xCloud, a streaming video game service it
recently began letting employees test outside the office.
“Microsoft will play a major role at this E3 as it lays out
its vision for a hybrid future of getting people access to
content wherever, whenever,” NPD video game analyst
Mat Piscatella told AFP.

Major games expected to be shown off at E3 includ-
ed new installments of Call of Duty, Apex Legends,
FIFA, Pokemon, and Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon.

At least some of those titles will be available on
Google Stadia later this year, which has inked a deal
with French-based video game giant Ubisoft.
“Streaming is going to be what we think about at E3,”
said Yves Guillemot, co-founder and chief executive of
Ubisoft.

“It is really fantastic. It is a way to reach more play-
ers.” Streaming games from the cloud could make con-
sole-quality play possible on all kinds of internet-linked
devices, and let the massive power of data centers be
used to ramp-up features, graphics, effects and the

number of simultaneous players, Guillemot noted. 

Playing together 
Microsoft and Sony last month announced an

alliance to improve their platforms for streaming enter-
tainment from the internet cloud. Sony, whose
PlayStation consoles are a key force in the industry,
won’t be holding an E3 event this year, but Microsoft
may provide more insight into its collaboration with its
Japan-based console rival.

Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing platform will be
used by the companies to support game and digital
content streaming services, according to the two firms.

Google on Thursday released new details about
Stadia, which will be available in 14 countries starting in
November.

For the launch, Google will sell its “founders edition
bundle” hardware pack for $129, with a monthly sub-
scription price of $9.99. In Europe, the price will be 129
euros and 9.99 euros per month.

The Stadia tech platform aims to connect people for
interactive play on PCs, tablets, smartphones and other
devices. The new gaming platform disrupt the gaming

industry by allowing users to avoid consoles and game
software on disc or download.

Subscribers will have access to free games and will
be able to purchase some blockbuster titles as well. The
first free title will be the shooter game Destiny 2 from
developer Bungie.

Stadia will launch in the United States, Britain,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain and
Sweden.

Time of transition 
NPD analyst Piscatella expected a few surprises at

Xbox and Ubisoft press events being held before E3
opens its show floor as the industry gears up for the
cloud and new-generation consoles. “We’ll get peeks at
products and concepts that won’t really potentially
impact the market meaningfully until perhaps mid-2020
or later,” Piscatella said. Wedbush Securities analyst
Michael Pachter told AFP the new games will remain
the stars of the E3 show this year. “This is a software
and streaming show, not much on the hardware front,”
he said.  —AFP

Weak US jobs 
report raises red 
flag on economy
WASHINGTON: US job growth slowed
sharply in May and wages rose less than
expected, raising fears that a loss of momen-
tum in economic activity could be spreading
to the labor market, which could put pres-
sure on the Federal Reserve to cut interest
rates this year.

The broad cool-off in hiring reported by
the Labor Department on Friday was before
a recent escalation in trade tensions
between the United States and two of its
major trading partners, China and Mexico.
Analysts have warned the trade fights could
undermine the economy, which will cele-
brate 10 years of expansion next month, the
longest on record. Adding a sting to the
closely watched employment report, far
fewer jobs were created in March and April
than previously reported, indicating that hir-
ing had shifted into a lower gear. The labor
market thus far has been largely resilient to
the trade war with China. “Today’s report
makes a cut more likely, and supports our
view that the trade tensions will ultimately
slow growth enough for the Fed to respond
in September and December with cuts,” said
Joseph Song, an economist at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch in New York.

Nonfarm payrolls increased by 75,000
jobs last month, the government said. It was
the second time this year that job gains
dropped below 100,000. Economists polled
by Reuters had forecast payrolls rising by
185,000 jobs last month. Job growth in

March and April was revised down by
75,000. President Donald Trump in early
May slapped additional tariffs of up to 25%
on $200 billion of Chinese goods, which
prompted retaliation by Beijing. Last week,
Trump said he would impose a tariff on all
goods from Mexico to force authorities in
that country to stop immigrants from Central
America from crossing the border into the
United States.

Talks to prevent the duties from kicking
in at 5 percent on June 10 continue. Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell said on Tuesday
the US central bank was closely monitoring
the implications of the trade tensions on the
economy and would “act as appropriate to
sustain the expansion.”

Trump, who has routinely tweeted about
the strong labor market, made no comment
about May’s weak hiring, but defended
duties on Chinese goods. White House eco-
nomic adviser Kevin Hassett told Fox
Business Network that bad weather in the
Midwest was to blame and described the
meager job gains as “a little bit of a blip
down.” Economists, however, said there was
nothing to suggest the weather was the cul-
prit. “The weakness in job growth was
broadly experienced across industry groups
and not obviously driven by distortions such
as weather or strikes,” said Michael Feroli,
an economist at JPMorgan in New York.

US House of Representative Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, a Democrat, said the employ-
ment report was “a disturbing sign that the
administration’s disastrous special interest
agenda is hollowing out our economy.”
Following the report financial markets priced
in a rate cut as early as July and two more
later this year. Economists, however, believe
the Fed will probably wait for more signs of

labor market weakness and clarity on the
trade issues before easing monetary policy.
Fed officials are due to meet on June 18-19.

“Fed officials are likely to remain cautious
at the June meeting and keep all their
options open,” said Michael Hanson, head of
global macro strategy at TD Securities in
New York. The dollar fell to a 2-1/2-month
low against a basket of currencies, while US
Treasury prices rose. Stocks on Wall Street
were trading higher.

Worker shortages 
Last month’s slowdown in job gains, how-

ever, probably understates the labor mar-
ket’s health as layoffs remain low.
Employment gains over the last three
months have averaged 151,000, above the

roughly 100,000 needed per month to keep
up with growth in the working-age popula-
tion. In the four months since the first hiccup
in hiring appeared in February, however,
monthly payrolls gains have averaged just
127,000, the slowest pace over a compara-
ble stretch in nearly seven years.

Some of the weakness in hiring could be
because of worker shortages, especially in
the construction, transportation and manu-
facturing sectors. But the worker shortage
argument is somewhat undercut by moder-
ate wage growth. Average hourly earnings
grew just 3.1 percent year-over-year, the
slowest annual increase since September.
Just three months earlier, wages had been
rising at their fastest rate in a decade but
gains have moderated since. —Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: A now hiring sign is posted in the window of a Gap store
on Friday. —AFP

Banning Huawei 
would cost EU 
telecoms up to 
55bn euros
PARIS: Banning Huawei and fel low Chinese
equipment maker ZTE from Europe’s roll-out of
5G telecom networks would cost EU mobile oper-
ators up to 55 billion euros ($62 billion), accord-
ing to an industry body’s internal assessment seen
by AFP Friday.

The operators would also face delays of up
to 18 months in getting next-generation 5G out
to their customers, according to the impact
assessment drawn up by the GSM Association,
which represents mobile network operators
around the world.

The evaluation feeds into a debate triggered by
US demands that companies in Europe and other
allied nations shun Huawei as a 5G equipment sup-
plier because of Washington’s fears it could com-
promise intelligence services. The GSMA assess-
ment notes that Huawei and ZTE account for
around 40 percent of the EU market supplying
mobile equipment, and Huawei “is currently a pio-
neer in 5G technology”.

European rivals Ericsson of Sweden and Nokia
of Finland, as well as South Korea’s Samsung, do
not have the capacity to handle all of the shift from
3G and 4G networks to 5G in Europe while hon-
ouring contracts already signed in North America
and Asia, it said.

That implies significant costs and delays should
operators not be able to use Huawei and ZTE,
GSMA said, though it noted the situation from one
EU country to the next differed markedly.

“A ban on Chinese vendors would severely
lessen competition in the mobile equipment mar-
ket, increasing prices and driving additional 5G
rollout costs,” the assessment said. It would also
“result in slower rollout of 5G networks in Europe
and reduced take-up, which would further increase
the productivity gap between the EU and the US,”
the document said.

The US government in May prohibited
American companies from selling Huawei US-made
components it needs for its equipment. A 90-day
reprieve was later granted to allow for the ban to
be phased in. That measure could threaten the sur-
vival of Huawei, one of China’s corporate champi-
ons, according to experts who underline its
reliance on American electronic parts. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook said Friday it would cut
off Huawei from its popular social networking apps to
comply with US sanctions, further isolating the
Chinese tech giant considered a national security
threat by Washington. The social media giant said it
took the step after President Donald Trump’s order
barring Huawei from US technology exports over con-
cerns that it works with Chinese intelligence.

“We are reviewing the Commerce Department’s
final rule and the more recently issued temporary gen-
eral license and taking steps to ensure compliance,” a
Facebook spokesperson told AFP.

The California company said people with existing
Huawei smartphones with Facebook apps will contin-
ue to be able to use and download app updates pro-
vided by Facebook. The move by Facebook is the lat-
est to isolate Huawei, which had become the world’s
second largest smartphone vendor despite security
concerns voiced in Washington. Google last month
said it would cut ties to Huawei, making it harder to

obtain major apps from the US giant.
The Google decision would leave Huawei without

the Play Store, the marketplace for most Android
apps, and other elements of the mobile operating
system.

Facebook-which is banned in China but has more
than two billion users worldwide-said its decision
would affect its core social network as well as appli-
cations such as Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp,
which each have at least one billion users. The US
sanctions were imposed May 15, but the administra-
tion allowed a 90-day compliance period that gives
users of Huawei devices time to install updates and
avoid a major disruption of the mobile economy.

Isolating Huawei 
Huawei has indicated it would create its own oper-

ating system to replace the Google Android platform,
but would need to develop its own app marketplace as
well if it wants to retain users outside China. To keep

up in the smartphone market, Huawei would also need
to find a new supply of chips and related hardware,
without US suppliers such as Intel, Qualcomm and
Broadcom.

To make matters more difficult for Huawei, it will
likely be cut off from ARM Holdings, the British
designer of semiconductors whose technology is used
in most mobile chips. Trump’s move came amid US
concerns that Huawei, a leader in 5G networks, would
allow Chinese snooping on the high-speed wireless
networks. His administration has also been trying to
stop US allies from using Huawei equipment. Trump
told reporters last month that Huawei was “very dan-
gerous” from a security standpoint but then held out
the possibility of dropping sanctions on the Chinese
firm as part of a trade deal.

The fight over Huawei comes amid a broader trade
war between the two largest economies and sanctions
imposed by the US president, who accuses China of
unfair practices and subsidies. —AFP

People with existing Huawei smartphones won’t be affected

Facebook to cut off Huawei 
to comply with US sanctions

This combination of file pictures shows a Facebook logo and the
logo of Chinese electronics firm Huawei. —AFP

Trump expected 
to name Philipson 
as top economic 
adviser: Politico
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump is expected
to name Tomas Philipson, a former University of
Chicago professor and health economics expert, as
the next chairman of the Council  of Economic
Advisers to replace outgoing Kevin Hassett, Politico
reported on Friday.

Philipson already serves as a member of the three-
person council and would replace Hassett as the chair-
man of the panel. His nomination would have to be con-
firmed by the US Senate.

Trump said on Sunday that Hassett would be leaving
the White House “shortly.” Hassett later told CNBC that
his departure from the post had been in the works for
some time and was not linked to Trump’s recent threat
to impose tariffs on Mexico. If approved for the posi-
tion, Philipson would take over at a critical time for the
economy. Trump is threatening to impose tariffs on
Mexico unless it takes action to curb migrant flows to
the southern US border, and he is engaged in a trade
dispute with China that threatens US economic growth.

New US jobs figures on Friday showed job growth
slowed sharply in May and wages rose less than
expected, raising concerns that the loss of momentum
in economic activity could be spreading to the labor
markets. That could put pressure on the Federal
Reserve to cut interest rates this year. —Reuters


